To spray intricate parts and inside sections of frames, use a touch-up
gun with gravity feed like this Sata Mini Jet. This will help avoid runs
and keep you from spraying excess materials into the air, like full-size
guns tend to do.

Any musclecar with concealed headlight vacuum canisters or power brake
boosters needs to be checked to ensure proper sealing o f the vacuums
after they have been plated. Check them with an inexpensive gauge before
installing.

To help eliminate scratches on newly painted or plated springs and components, use a hook tool from Sears Craftsman to slide them into place.

To clean out old caulking on the drip rail gutters before restoration, use a
Makita 6404 variable-speed drill set at 1800 rpm and a Weiler 4-inch knotted
wire wheel with a 1/4 stem. This will make short work of the old caulk. Se
sure to reverse the drill direction every five minutes to keep the wire wheel
sharp and cutting effectively.

When you are applying this protective coat of urethane on yellow cadmium or
other plated parts, mist from 10-14 inches away. This will prevent it from changing the color shade of the plating.

To keep plated parts from tarnishing use a mixture of R-M urethane RV 86-87
3-ounce clear, 1.5-ounce catalyst and 1.5-ounce of Ditzzler 685 flattener.

When you are applying this protective coat of urethane on yellow cadmium
or other plated parts, mist from 10-14 inches away. This will prevent it from
changing the color shade of the plating.

When you are polishing stainless-steel headlight retainer rings, apply 3/
4-inch tape around the hold-down brackets. This will form a smoother
surface so the buffing wheel will not catch on the piece and tear it up or
out of your hand.

For bodywork in grooves or step plate areas just
inside doors, apply a nice coat of polyester finishing glaze with a good brush. This will level out pits
and flow out very smoothly, making sanding much
easier.

For a clean job when working on doors, place 2-inch tape behind
all holes including door locks and door handle holes. When you
do body work, filler will not ooze into and stick on the back side,
avoiding a mess. After the body work remove the tape and use a
carbide burr tool to clean out the hole. Finish off with small hand
files just barely touching the metal around the edges.

When removing window trim make sure you’re catching th edge of the clip to
release the molding, not touching the edge of you’re date-coded glass; i may
crack the glass. You ca see in this photo the correc procedure for catching the
very edge. Also, placing a woode paint stick on the glass will keep the tool from
puttin pressure on the glass.

To find low spots when priming a body or frame, mist a
different-shade guide coat (tracer) on top of the primer. As
you sand, the differentshaded areas that remain are your low
spots and they need more primer.

When welding panels it is best to cool them with an
air-filtered blower or damp towel between every
1.5-inch-long bead no more than 2 to 3 seconds after welding.

Before you assemble any components, lay out every piece according to the manual and make sure that each part is restored to your
liking; then start assembly. This is more efficient time-wise and
the quality of your work will be better.

After parts have been plated, take rolled plastic wrap (like Saran, Wrap)
and wrap them thoroughly. Air will not tarnish the parts during storage.

When you are going to sand or grind around bare metal or
primed parts, wrap the tool with a towel and tape to keep
any oil mist that is exiting the tool from contaminating the
panel.

Cheap Blasting
An inexpensive way for the do-it-yourselfer to sandblast is to use an
8' x 10' metal storage shed. This way, you can recover the sand to
use again and keep your work area clear. Install white fiberglass
panels in the roof for excellent vision during dust storms.

Original Mopar Spark Plugs
This may come as a shock, but Chrysler used Champion spark
plugs-not Mopar plugs-as original equipment on muscle
Dodges and Plymouths. This is an original Hemi plug, still in
its original Chrysler box. Notice the Chrysler part number,
2642618. This is a correct restoration plug, while replacement
plugs read "Mopar."

Brush After Each Filling
When your filler work is close to complete and ready to prime, take
a clean hand wire brush and run it over the whole section. This will
clean out any unnoticed pinholes and you can then touch them up.

Shape Your Buns
When re-upholstering bucket seats, there's no need to buy new
seat buns. Instead, put them on an exercise program of reshaping.
With a large pair of scissors, snip strips of foam from an old seat
bun and glue them to the bun to build up the flattened contours.

Glue Label
Reproduction trunk labels, such as for jacking instructions, are decals with a sticky back
for easy application. However, the originals were simply sheets of paper, to which the
assembly line worker applied glue and pasted it to the underside of the decklid. Therefore, to give your car a totally stock, unrestored look, buy the reproduction decal, then
make a good copy of it on paper, and glue it in place.
Soap & Water
Soapy water on sheetmetal makes decal stripes easy to move into position and get right.
But first, remove traces of oil and wax with a wax and grease remover. Any substance
under the stripe will hamper adhesion, even oil from your fingers. Also, the best time to
apply a stripe is after color sanding and buff out, when there are no little bumps in the
paint to raise the decal.
Good Graffiti
Few restorers are wise to Mark all paint sticks; which are exactly the writing instruments used on the assembly line on undercarriages, rear axle housings, and engine
compartments. Yellow, orange, white, blue and green, they are available from local
distributors around the country.
Finish Line
Restorers often paint over stock bolts. However, you can often figure out the correct
finish by pulling it and flipping it over. A silver back side, for example, means it was
probably originally cadmium plated. Even rusty bolts are often clean on the side that was
flush to a washer. It is better to replate the original bolt than to use reproduction bolts
that do not have the manufacturer's identification on them, which is going to become
more and more important as the hobby gets increasingly sophisticated. If the old bolts
can't be replated, then original bolts from a salvage yard are the next best choice.

Paint It Black
Most vintage GM musclecars came with acrylic
lacquer paint. Today's urethane paints are
tougher and last longer, but have a different,
non-stock look. However, by thinning urethane
paints (such as Ditzler's Deltron) twice as much
as the directions prescribe on the can, and
applying more coats, you can get a stock
lacquer look. If you thin it according to directions, the paint goes on thick, the orange peel
is thick, and the texture of the paint looks
thick. If you thin it less, the finish has smaller
grains of orange peel like lacquer has.
Of course, you must be sure to use single
stage paints. Single stage means the clear and
the paint use the same catalyst and thinner. In
other words, they are compatible paints, and
you can mix them together. A dual stage paint
means the undercoat is totally different from
the topcoat. For example, a two-stage system
would mean you are using acrylic lacquer and
putting a urethane clear over it, or if you are
using a base coat, a clear coat system where
the base coat uses a different kind of a catalyst
than the clear. You can't mix the two together.
So, go with a modern urethane, but ask for
single stage paint and thin it out double and
apply more coats. You'll have people coming
gyp to your car and asking what kind of paint
you used. Some of these people will have used
the same kind of paint, but their finish will look
thicker and more enamel-like because they
mixed it thicker and applied fewer coats. You
can give away your secret or leave them guessing.

Axle Tube Cleaning
When cleaning a rearend housing, prior to sandblasting,
use a toilet bowl brush with Napha to clean the axle
tubes of any remaining residue.

Filing Edges
Once your car has been primed and painted, the primer
and paint will have built up around all holes (antenna,
door handles, badges, etc.). Before you reassemble the
vehicle, take a fine hand file and file the areas. Only use
the file as you push because pressure used pulling back
will chip the paint.

Making Intakes Look Like New
To keep your aluminum intakes looking original after you do repair
work, take a needle scaler tool and taper the needles almost to a
point. Attach it to an air chisel and at 35 psi, pull the trigger and
put back casting marks. You many want to practice this on the
underside first, where you will not see the marks. When finished,
pour a little muratic acid on the area for 10 to 12 seconds to blend
the texture. Neutralize with water.

Drill Protection
Anytime you are drilling holes, tape the surrounding
area of metal, as well as the drill chuck to avoid
scratching the car's finish.

Mounting Screws In Sheetmetal
If for any reason you must make holes in a car body- maybe in the top of the door, for
example, to mount a side view mirrordo not make the mistake of drilling holes for the
mounting screws. In order for the screws to tighten, the holes must be punched. This
way, the threads will pull up and tighten against the forced metal punched below the
surface of the body. You can use a drill bitmuch smaller than the hole needed- to make an
opening in the sheet metal. Then, insert the punch in this small hole to open it a little
wider, and try the screw to see how tight it is.
Grounded
Before painting a car, ground the body with a chain from the floor to the rear axle, to prevent
a static charge differential.
Dippity Don't
Unless your car has major rust problems, including rocker panel erosion, do not dip it.
When a body is dipped- and by dip, we mean such a process known as RediStrip- the factory sealer is completely removed, and every, square inch has to be prepped to be readied
for paint. That means the inner structure and the outer structure. Essentially, you're starting
over with a bare piece of metal and no factory sealer.
It is hard to remove the paint from the firewall with conventional strippers, but did you
know that oven cleaner works great? Just spray it on and let it soak in. It'll work in any hard
to get area, dissolving grease as well as paint, right down to the clean, bare steel.
How To Restore Brackets, Clips And Other Parts
A common mistake is to spray paint brackets and clips, but from the factory they were
simply dipped in paint. This saves time and gives better coverage of the part. Concours
judges look for drips and runs from dipping, which is factory correct. Many large parts were
also dipped, such as Mopar torsion bars and Ford A-arms. It's easy to spot the drips and
runs on original parts and determine the original finish.
Milk Washers
A chronic problem with restorers is paint scratches on re-painted door jambs when rehanging the doors. A solution is to back up the door striker plates with plastic washers cut
from one gallon milk jugs. Once the door is adjusted to close properly, it's easy to rip out
the plastic washer, no scratches.

